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Nanorod–nanosheet hierarchically structured ZnO
crystals on zinc foil as flexible photoanodes for
dye-sensitized solar cells

Rui Gao,ab Jianjun Tian,a Zhiqiang Liang,a Qifeng Zhang,a Liduo Wang*b

and Guozhong Cao*a

In this paper, ZnO nanorod–nanosheet hierarchical structures were fabricated using a facilemethod on zinc

foil and used as flexible photoanodes in dye-sensitized solar cells (DSCs). Compared to nanorods (NRs)

obtained by the dissolution–precipitation method, the nanorod–nanosheet (NR–NS) hierarchical

structures obtained by a second-step homogeneous precipitation improved the performance of DSCs by

increasing photocurrent density significantly. As a result, the power conversion efficiency of the devices

based on such a NR–NS hierarchical structure reached up to 2.4% under 100 mW cm�2 illumination

condition. This represents an enhancement by 108% as compared to DSCs based on NR assembled

nanoflowers, for which the efficiency was 1.1%. The enhancement of the photocurrent was due mainly

to the much larger specific surface area and resulting dye-loading amount. The electron transport

properties in this structure were also investigated by means of electrochemical impedance spectroscopy

(EIS). Furthermore, the formation mechanism of the NR–NS hierarchical structures are discussed.
1 Introduction

Dye-sensitized solar cells (DSCs) are considered as an alterna-
tive to conventional silicon based solar cells due to their lower
cost and easier fabrication, ever since a photoanode made of
porous titania was reported rst in 1991.1 Much attention had
been focused on efficiency enhancement2–8 and stability
improvement9–15 of DSCs. The power conversion efficiency of
DSCs based on TiO2 photoanode has now reached over 13%.16

The photoanode is a vital factor to improve the performance of
DSCs, thus much study had been conducted on materials for
photoanodes of DSCs. Besides TiO2, other oxide semi-
conductors with wide bandgaps have also been studied,
including ZnO, SnO2, Nb2O5 and so on.17–23 Among these
materials, ZnO with different structures has been intensively
investigated owing to its easier synthesis process and higher
electron mobility compared to TiO2. Because of the signicant
electron mobility, ZnO with ordered structures, especially one-
dimensional nanostructures were considered as ideal structures
for photoanodes. Thus ZnO nanotubes, nanorods and nano-
wires have been synthesized and expected to obtain high
conversion efficiency of DSCs. Flexible DSCs is a new research
eld showing potential application in mobile electronic
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products. Much attention has been focused on this promising
area for its versatility and low cost. Up to now, two kinds of
exible substrates have been used, metal sheets24 and polymer
substrates.25 Metal sheets have low resistance and are easier to
make exible DSCs devices.24,26 However, DSC devices based on
metal sheets showed much lower conversion efficiency than
those based on FTO glass, due to light absorption of electrolyte
and other reasons such as illumination being from the direction
of the counter electrode.27,28 As a result, much study has been
done to enhance the conversion efficiency of such DSCs. In this
work, an in situ precipitation method29 was used to synthesize
nanoowers composed of nanorods (NR) on zinc foil which
could be used as a exible photoanode for DSCs. Compared
with other routes such as electrochemical deposition, physical/
chemical vapor deposition or hydrothermal methods, this
method features simpler operation and lower cost, and is more
suited for industrial production.

However, DSCs based on one-dimensional (1-D) structures
have not reached high conversion efficiency as expected, though
showing fast electron transportation. This may be because the
1-D structures have a much smaller surface area for dye
adsorption compared with nanoparticles. Constructing hierar-
chical morphologies based on 1-D structures and nanoparticles
turns out to be an effective way to improve the surface area
signicantly.30–34 Cao et al. made nanoparticles and nanowire
array hybrid photoanodes by spin-coating a colloidal dispersion
of ZnO nanoparticles on top of ZnO nanowire arrays.33 Using a
two-step hydrothermal process, Kuang et al. synthesized hier-
archical TiO2 for a exible photoanode of DSCs. The power
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2013
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conversion efficiency of DSCs based on the hierarchical struc-
ture (4.51%) showed a signicant enhancement compared to
that of the nanorod photoanode (3.12%).35 However, the
hydrothermal method is not simple and requires substantial
heating. To avoid such disadvantages, a facile method through
homogeneous precipitation at much lower temperature than
that of the hydrothermal method was developed here to fabri-
cate a nanorod–nanosheet (NR–NS) hierarchical structure.
Besides, this method is much easier to process. As a result, the
conversion efficiency showed a signicant enhancement using
such an optimized hierarchical structure as photoanode of
DSCs. Furthermore, the electron transport properties and
assembling mechanism of such structured photoanodes are
also discussed.
2 Experimental
2.1 Synthesizing ZnO nanoowers and hierarchical
structure on the zinc foil

The alkali zincate solution was prepared by adding dropwise
10 mL 0.5 M aqueous solution of Zn(NO3)2$6H2O into 10 mL
4.0 M aqueous solution of KOH under stirring. The growth of
ZnO nanorods assembled nanoowers were achieved by sus-
pending a clean zinc foil upside down in 20 mL zincate solution
and sealing the system in a beaker. Aer reaction at 25 �C for
8 h, the zinc foil was taken out and rinsed with de-ionized water.

The second process was transferring the zinc foil obtained in
the previous process into a 100 mL glass bottle containing
0.01 M Zn(NO3)2, 0.01 M hexamethylene tetramine (HMT) and
0.001 M sodium citrate aqueous solution, and heating at
different temperature for 6 h.
2.2 Assembly of the DSCs

The ZnO photoanode was sintered at 300 �C, then sensitized in
0.3 mM N719 absolute ethanol solution for 60 min at 50 �C,36

followed by cleaning with absolute ethanol. The electrolyte is a
liquid admixture containing 0.5 M tetrabutylammonium
iodide, 0.1 M lithium iodide, 0.1 M iodine and 0.5 M 4-tert-
butylpyridine in acetonitrile. A transparent platinized conduc-
tive glass was used as the counter electrode. When assembling
the DSCs, the electrolyte was sandwiched by a sensitized ZnO on
the zinc foil and a counter electrode with two clips. The illu-
mination was from the direction of the counter electrode.
Fig. 1 (a), (b), (c) SEM images and (d) XRD spectrum of ZnO nanorod assembled
nanoflowers on zinc foil obtained through the dissolution–precipitation method.
2.3 Characterization

The morphologies of the different ZnO lms were characterized
by scanning electron microscopy (SEM, JEOL JSM-7000). X-Ray
diffraction (Philips PW1830 Diffractometer) and JADE soware
(MDI JADE 7 Materials Data XRD Pattern Processing, Identi-
cation, and Quantication) were used to verify the phase and
crystal structure of the ZnO lms. The photovoltaic behavior
was characterized when the cell devices were irradiated by
simulated AM 1.5 sunlight with an output power of 100 mW
cm�2. An Ultraviolet Solar Simulator (model 16S, Solar Light
Co., Philadelphia, PA) with a 200 W Xenon Lamp Power Supply
(Model XPS 200, Solar Light Co., Philadelphia, PA) was used as
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2013
the light source, and a Semiconductor Parameter Analyzer
(4155A, Hewlett–Packard, Japan) was used to measure the
current and voltage curves. Electrochemical impedance spec-
troscopy (EIS) was carried out through the Solartron 1287A
coupling with the Solartron 1260 FRA/impedance analyzer to
investigate electronic and ionic processes in DSCs.

3 Results and discussion

As shown in Fig. 1a and b, using a dissolution–precipitation
method, nanorod assembled nanoowers were obtained on the
zinc foil surface.29 Fig. 1c shows the cross section SEM image of
ZnO nanoowers on the zinc foil from which it could be seen
that the thickness of ZnO was about 40 mm (41 mm). Owing to
the much higher electron mobility of ZnO compared to TiO2 it
can be fabricated as a much thicker layer than that of TiO2.37

The ordered porous structure should also facilitate the lling of
electrolyte into the sensitized lms. Fig. 1d shows the XRD
spectra of ZnO nanorods assembled nanoowers on the zinc
foil. The XRD peaks can be very well indexed to ZnO (Joint
Committee on Powder Diffraction Standards—JCPDS card
number 36-1451).

However, one key challenge of using such 1-D nano-
structures in DSCs is that in comparison with porous lms, the
1-D nanostructure typically has a low internal surface area,
resulting in insufficient dye adsorption and therefore low light-
harvesting efficiency. Constructing hierarchical morphologies
based on 1-D structures and nanoparticles turns out to be an
effective way to improve the surface area signicantly. Thus NR–
NS hierarchically structures are fabricated using a second-step
homogeneous precipitation method at different temperatures
to enhance the dye-loading and conversion efficiency of DSCs
based on exible photoanodes.

As shown in Fig. 2c and d, ultra-thin nanosheets formed and
attached on the nanorods to form a NR–NS hierarchical struc-
ture at 60 �C. It was clearly observed that the smooth surfaces of
the NRs shown in Fig. 2a and b were surrounded by NS. The
Nanoscale, 2013, 5, 1894–1901 | 1895



Fig. 2 SEM images of (a), (b) ZnO NR assembled nanoflowers, and of NR–NS
hierarchical structures through a second precipitation process using Zn(NO3)2,
HMT and sodium citrate at (c), (d) 60 �C; (e), (f) 70 �C and (g), (h) 80 �C.

Fig. 3 UV-Vis absorbance spectra of solutions containing dyes desorbed from
the sensitized photoanodes composed of NR assembled nanoflowers and NR–NS
hierarchical structures formed at different temperatures.

Table 1 Dye-loading amounts of untreated NR and NR–NS hierarchical struc-
tured ZnO formed at different treatment temperatures T

T/�C Dye-loading/nmol cm�2

Untreated 135
60 282
70 365
80 355
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diameter of the NRs increased obviously compared with that
shown in Fig. 2b. As the temperature was increased to 70 �C, the
NS further assemble on the NRs, then formed nanospheres
(NSp) with diameter of 500–700 nm, thus the nanoowers
turned to a cauliower structure, which were shown in Fig. 2e
and f. As the temperature was further raised to 80 �C, it was
found that much bigger sized microspheres than that formed at
70 �C was assembled by NS, which was consistent with earlier
reports by Lu et al.38 As shown in Fig. 2g and h, the diameter of
the NSp were 3–4 mm, which was almost same as the size of the
nanoowers shown in Fig. 1. Furthermore, at a higher
temperature of 80 �C, nucleation occurred very rapidly in the
solution and attachment together led to themicrospheres. Then
the microspheres precipitated and located on the top of nano-
owers before attaching on the nanorods. Thus the NSp was
partly assembled from nanoowers and others from direct
precipitation. Such three different morphologies could lead to
much larger surface area and more dye-loading amount. Fig. 3
shows the UV-Vis absorption spectra of solutions containing
dyes desorbed from the sensitized ZnO lms composed of
1896 | Nanoscale, 2013, 5, 1894–1901
nanoowers and NR–NS hierarchical structure formed at
different temperature. It could be observed that the NR–NS
structures all showed much more dye-loading amount than NR
assembled nanoowers. As shown in Fig. 3, the 70 �C treated
sample showed the largest dye-loading. Detailed data is listed in
Table 1. The dye-loading of NR assembled nanoowers was
135 nmol cm�2, and increased to 282 nmol cm�2 when the NR–
NS hierarchical structure at 60 �C was formed, as the tempera-
ture was increased to 70 �C, the dye-loading further increased to
365 nmol cm�2, which showed 170% enhancement. However,
the dye-loading decreased a little to 355 nmol cm�2 as the
temperature was further increased to 80 �C. This could be due to
the surface area decreasing as the cauliower structure turned
to much bigger spheres as shown in Fig. 2g and h. Generally, a
large dye absorption amount could make sure that the intro-
duced photons are fully absorbed, resulting in a larger photo-
current and consequently improving the overall conversion
efficiency. The ZnO lms with different structures were used as
photoanodes of back-illuminated DSCs. The structure of such
devices are shown in Scheme 1. The illumination was from the
counter electrode direction.

As shown in Fig. 4, enhanced dye-loading caused an increase
of photocurrent. The parameters of photovoltaic performance
are listed in Table 2. Compared to untreated NR assembled
nanoowers, the short circuit current density (Jsc) of devices
based on the NR–NS hierarchical structure obtained at different
temperature all increased. It was enhanced from 3.81 mA cm�2

to 10.31, 11.40 and 10.63 mA cm�2 at 60, 70 and 80 �C,
respectively. The largest Jsc was obtained at 70 �C with nearly
200% enhancement compared to the NR structure, which also
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2013



Scheme 1 Structure of back-illuminated DSCs device based on flexible photo-
anode of zinc foil.

Fig. 4 J–V curves of DSCs devices based on ZnO NR assembled nanoflowers
without treatment and NR–NS hierarchical structures formed by a secondary
precipitation process at different temperatures.

Table 2 Parameters of photovoltaic performance of DSCs devices based on ZnO
nanoflowers and hierarchical structures formed at different temperatures T

T/�C Jsc/mA cm2 Voc/V FF h (%)

Untreated 3.81 0.56 0.53 1.14
60 10.31 0.52 0.33 1.79
70 11.94 0.54 0.37 2.38
80 10.63 0.55 0.30 1.78

Fig. 5 (a) Nyquist plot tested at a bias voltage of �0.7 V, (b) diffusion resistance
at low bias voltage, (c) electron lifetime, (d) diffusion coefficient and (e) electron
diffusion length of devices based on ZnO nanoflowers and hierarchical structure
formed at 70 �C; the EIS was tested in dark condition.
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accorded with the results of dye-loading. However, when the
NR–NS hierarchical structure was assembled, the open circuit
voltage (Voc) decreased a little and the ll factor also decreased
from 0.53 to 0.33, 0.37 and 0.30 at 60, 70 and 80 �C, respectively.
As the 1-D structure is benecial for electron transport in the
ZnO lm, the electron transport could be slowed when the 1-D
structure was changed to a 3-D hierarchical structure. As a
result, the conversion efficiency of devices based on a hierar-
chical structure obtained at 70 �C was 2.38% at AM 1.5, 100 mW
cm�2 illumination, with a relative enhancement of 108%
compared to that based on untreated nanoowers (1.14%).
However, the decreased Voc and ll factor (FF) limited the
improvement of the performance of DSCs based on the NR–NS
hierarchically structure. To further investigate the effects of
charge transport and recombination on Voc and FF in such
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2013
NR–NS hierarchically structured ZnO lm, electrochemical
impedance spectroscopy (EIS) of devices based on different
structured ZnO were tested. EIS is a well-established technique
in characterizing DSCs because it shows all kinetic processes of
DSCs such as electron transport in the photoanode, recombi-
nation property at the oxide–electrolyte interface, charge
transfer at the counter electrode–electrolyte interface, and
electron diffusion in an electrolyte.39–42 Electrons were injected
into the ZnO lm from zinc foil substrate when a bias voltage
was applied in dark condition. Then the ZnO lm became
charged by transport of the injected electrons. Meanwhile, some
of the injected electrons in the conduction band of ZnO
recombined with I�/I3

� redox in the electrolyte. These processes
were denoted as semicircles at different frequency ranges in a
Nyquist plot. Charge transfer at the zinc–ZnO interface was at
>105 Hz. Charge transport in the ZnO lm and charge transfer at
the counter electrode–electrolyte interface was in the range of
105 to 103 Hz, charge transfer at the ZnO–electrolyte interface
was around 101 Hz, and ion diffusion in the electrolyte was
below 1 Hz.40,43,44

In this paper, the EIS was tested under open circuit in dark
condition. As shown in Fig. 5a, the Nyquist plot simply dis-
played a charge transfer resistance at the counter electrode–
electrolyte interface (Rc) and the ZnO network–electrolyte
interface (Rct). The smaller semicircle represented Rc and the
larger one represented Rct, respectively. The results shown in
Fig. 5a indicated that Rct of device based on ZnO NR–NS
structure (70 �C) was larger than that based on NRs. Thus the
Nanoscale, 2013, 5, 1894–1901 | 1897
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charge transfer from the conductive band of ZnO to the redox in
the electrolyte, which was the charge recombination, was more
difficult in the NR–NS structure. A diffusion resistance (Rd)
representing the effectiveness of charge transport occurring by
diffusion along the ZnO network could not be distinguished
from Rc and Rct at this condition because Rd was overlapped
with Rc and Rct at the position where the transition from Rc to Rct

occurs. Yet, with a decrease of the bias voltage from the open
circuit condition, a diffusion resistance is noted as Warburg-
like diffusion starts to appear with an increase in Rct.45 As shown
in Fig. 5b, the value of Rd at the relative lower bias voltage
decreased obviously from the ZnO NRs to the NR–NS hierar-
chical structure. As the 1-D structure was benecial for the
electron diffusion, it decreased as it changed to a hierarchical
structure. Separating Rd from Rct is useful because charge
transport properties such as electron lifetime (sn), electron
diffusion coefficient (Dn) and diffusion length (Ln) could be
calculated by using Rct, Rd, and the corresponding chemical
capacitance (Cm) as follows:39

sn ¼ RctCm (1)

Dn ¼ L2/RdCm (2)

Ln ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Dnsn

p
(3)

The charge transport properties in DSCs are widely charac-
terized in terms of electron lifetime, sn, and electron diffusion
coefficient, Dn. A variety of methods have been applied to
measure them, including intensity modulated photovoltage
spectroscopy (IMVS) and Voc decay method for sn and intensity
modulated photocurrent spectroscopy (IMPS) for the diffusion
coefficient (Dn).46–48 Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy
(EIS) is also widely used for the measurement of sn and Dn, and
the results of EIS were consistent with other methods.49,50

Commonly, weaker charge recombination means a higher
Voc. However, as shown in Fig. 4, the Voc of NR–NS structure
even decreased a little compared to ZnO NRs. This was due to
the decreased electron lifetime of NR–NS structure ZnO as
shown in Fig. 5c as calculated from eqn (1), though the Rct

increased. The decreased electron lifetime indicated that elec-
trons in the conductive band of ZnO became easier to recom-
bine with the redox in the electrolyte. This could explain the
decreased Voc when the NR–NS structure was formed compared
to NR. From eqn (2), Dn was also calculated and is shown in
Fig. 5d. The results showed lower Dn in NR–NS structured ZnO
lm as increased Rd as shown in Fig. 5b. As the Ln is directly
related to charge transport and charge recombination, the
performance of DSCs was investigated to nd out how the
electron diffusion length (Ln) changed with different morphol-
ogies of ZnO. As shown in Fig. 5e, the Ln of NRs structured ZnO
was over 60 mm, which was more than the thickness of the lm.
However, the Ln decreased to about 20 mm when the
morphology changed to the NR–NS structure, which was
smaller than the thickness of the ZnO lm. This results also
further indicated charge recombination could be more serious
in the NR–NS hierarchical structures. Furthermore, the charge
resistance also affects the FF of devices.
1898 | Nanoscale, 2013, 5, 1894–1901
Series resistance (Rs) is well known as a key factor that affects
the FF. Rs is mainly composed of the resistance of the conduc-
tive glass, the resistance of the electron transport within TiO2

and the bulk resistance of the electrolyte. The following ve
equations reveal the relationship between FF and Rs.45 In
eqn (4), Rch represents the characteristic resistance of the solar
cell. In eqn (5), Rs and rs represent the series resistance and the
normalized series resistance, respectively. In eqn (6), noc was
dened as normalized Voc, k is Boltzman's constant and T is the
temperature in Kelvin.51 In eqn (7), FF0 was denoted as the
idealized ll factor, which could be considered as the same for
the two different structures as Voc did not change clearly.

Rch z Voc/Jsc (4)

Rs z Rs/Rch (5)

voc ¼ q

nkT
Voc (6)

FF0 ¼ voc � lnðvoc þ 0:72Þ
voc þ 1

(7)

FF ¼ FF0(1 � rs) (8)

From NR the ZnO to the NR–NS structure, Rs increased as
shown in Fig. 5a, which could increase the value of rs. The
increased rs could decrease FF from eqn (8). However, the value
of Rch decreased due to the clearly increased Jsc, which was
shown in the I–V curve. From eqn (5), this indicated that
decreased Rch could increase rs. From eqn (8), FF decreased
from the NR to the NR–NS structure.

As a result, the analysis of EIS could explain the decrease of
Voc and FF, which limited the improvement of performance
through such attached nanosheets onto the nanorods to form
hierarchical structures. Optimization such as decreasing the
lm thickness could be applied to further improve the perfor-
mance of devices based on such structures in future study.

To investigate the formation mechanism of NR–NS hierar-
chically structured ZnO lms, detailed time-dependent evolu-
tions of morphology were examined by SEM at different growth
stages (2, 4, 6 and 8 h) at 70 �C, which showed the highest
conversion efficiency. As shown in Fig. 6a, in the early stage (2
h), a few small sized nanoparticles started to attach on the
nanorods. Aer reaction for 4 h, many thin nanosheets emerged
on the nanorods, as shown in Fig. 6b. Fig. 6c was the sample
collected at 6 h, showing the presence of NSp whose size was
much smaller than that of nanoowers assembled by NRs. As
the reaction proceeded further (8 h), the nanoower assembly
turned to a quite large sized sphere, whose size is almost as
same as the nanoowers composed of NRs. According to the
present results and those reported previously,38,52–54 the evolu-
tion process for the assembly of the NS from nanoparticles into
NSp is illustrated in Fig. 7. This process started with the
formation of large numbers of small-sized nanoparticles cap-
ped by citrate. Then, the nanoparticles underwent oriented
attachment, inducing formation of NS attached on the NRs,
shown as processes (i) and (ii) in Fig. 7. Subsequently, the NS
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2013



Fig. 6 SEM image of NR–NS hierarchically ZnO on zinc foil obtained by
secondary precipitation using Zn(NO3)2, HMT and sodium citrate, based on the
nanorod assembled nanoflowers with different reaction times at 70 �C: (a) 2 h, (b)
4 h, (c) 6 h, (d) 8 h.

Fig. 7 Schematic illustration of the formation process of ZnO NR–NS hierarchi-
cally structured NSp at 70 �C.

Fig. 8 SEM images of different ZnO morphologies obtained by direct precipi-
tation of Zn(NO3)2, HMT and sodium citrate without zinc foil in aqueous solution
at different temperatures: (a) 60 �C, (b) 70 �C, (c) 80 �C.

Fig. 9 Temperature–time curve of precipitation results using Zn(NO3)2, HMT and
sodium citrate without zinc foil in aqueous solution.
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assembled at a higher level due to their lateral interactions, and
the hierarchical structure was shaped to NSp with relatively
smaller size, shown as process (iii) in Fig. 7. Finally, large sized
NSp were formed, shown as process (iv) in Fig. 7.38

As shown in Fig. 2, different morphologies were formed at
different temperature from the second step precipitation based
on NRs assembled nanoowers. At lower temperature (60 �C),
NS attached NR structures were formed. As the temperature was
increased to 70 �C, the morphology turned to a cauliower
structure composed of submicron sized spheres of 500–700 nm.
When the temperature was increased further to 80 �C, the
cauliower structure turned to whole spheres of several
micrometers in diameter. To further investigate the mechanism
of the formation process, SEM images of ZnO obtained by direct
precipitation of Zn(NO3)2, HMT and sodium citrate without zinc
foil at different temperature with 12 h reaction time were tested.
As shown in Fig. 8a, NS were obtained at 60 �C, indicating that
they could not assemble as NSp even if the reaction time was
prolonged to 12 h at such low temperature. The structure
obtained at 70 �C is shown in Fig. 8b, indicating that NSp could
be assembled as the reaction time was prolonged at such a
temperature, as also observed at 80 �C. This result was different
from those shown in Fig. 2e and f and in Fig. 6c. Notably, the
cauliower structure which was best for photovoltaic perfor-
mance, was only obtained at 70 �C and a shorter reaction time
such as 6 h. A thermodynamic driving force will ultimately lead
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2013
to NS assembling as NSp. Fig. 9 shows the temperature–time
curve of precipitation using Zn(NO3)2, HMT and sodium citrate
without zinc foil based on the results shown in Fig. 8. This curve
could explain the mechanism of formation of different
morphologies obtained at different temperatures and reaction
times. To assemble NSp composed of NS, a temperature higher
than a critical value, which is between 60 and 70 �C was
necessary. This is an energy barrier for the assembling of NSp,
and also explains the morphologies shown in Fig. 2c and d and
Fig. 8a. The processes (i) and (ii) shown in Fig. 7 could occur and
the nanosheets will attach on the nanorods. However, the
process (iii) could not occur due to the energy barrier. When
the temperature is increased to 70 �C, the energy barrier is no
longer the main factor affect the morphology, but rather the
reaction time. When the reaction time is 6 h a cauliower
structure is formed. However, whole spheres are formed as the
reaction time is prolonged to 8 h, as shown in Fig. 6d. As the
temperature is further increased to 80 �C, the reaction rate also
increased and whole NSp are assembled aer a reaction time of
6 h, shorter than that at 70 �C.
Nanoscale, 2013, 5, 1894–1901 | 1899
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4 Conclusions

Nanoowers composed of nanorods (NR) and different nano-
rod–nanosheet (NR–NS) hierarchical structures were grown on
zinc foil and were used as exible photoanodes for dye-sensi-
tized solar cells. Compared to NR structure, the NR–NS hierar-
chical structure improved photovoltaic performance of DSCs by
increasing the photocurrent signicantly. The increased
photocurrent was mainly due to larger surface area and dye-
loading amount. However, the Voc and FF decreased as the
electron transport wasmore difficult when the 1-D structure was
changed to the 3-D structure. Furthermore, the formation
mechanism of NR–NS hierarchical structures at different reac-
tion conditions was investigated. This led to optimization of the
parameters of such structured ZnO lm to obtain higher
conversion efficiency. Further study about enhancing conver-
sion efficiency of DSCs based on hierarchical structures is
ongoing.
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